
From: cindy darrah
To: simoliunass@netscape.net
Cc: Jack Schulz; gtvann@aol.com; jpkovoor@yahoo.com; Vinod Sharma; CEO@GLWATER.org; jcapizzo@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Public Comment to GLWA Board Mtg. on Nov. 25, 2020
Date: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 8:15:13 AM

Would the technology used in Cleveland and Milwaukee waste water treatment plants work
here in detroit?
Are these plants 
 still the state of the art?
We've been digging in my backyard trying to make a drainage field to reduce stormwater load
and reuse the water for plant irrigation. 
The ground is impervious clay.  Tech testing, for the Shiping Container food court 2 doors
down, went 15 feet down and found clay all the way down. 
Who said "feet of clay"?  
The new restaurant choose not to put stormwater drainage under their parking lot because it
would take ten years to recoup the money. 
 If one wants to reuse the stormwater to flush toilets, the city still wants you to pay for the
sewage going down the drain, even though the system ameliorated the city's sewage overflow.
So what is one to do? Let it flow, let it flow, let it flow...
Why Gilbert named the company, Bedrock which focused on downtown skyscrappers that rest
on deep bedrock beneath the clay.
Should we convert our freeways into water ways to the river to separate our sewage from
stormwater overflows? and replace them with elevated roads?
This food for thought leaves me hungry.
Should the water departments begin separation when making sewage repairs instead of just
repairing an antiquated system? Is this feasible and when? The city recently did the traffic
islands on Oakman Blvd with a Dention system between Joy and Tireman.  
Cindy Darrah 
492 Peterboro, Det.48201 
cindydarrah@gmail.com 
(313) 502-8122
(313) 414-5181

On Sun, Nov 22, 2020, 7:04 PM <simoliunass@netscape.net> wrote:

-----Original Message-----
From: simoliunass@netscape.net
To: ceo@glwater.org <ceo@glwater.org>
Sent: Sun, Nov 22, 2020 7:01 pm
Subject: Public Comment to GLWA Board Mtg. on Nov. 25, 2020

Upgrading wastewater treatment plants and addressing combined sewer overflows and urban
stormwater 1985 - 2019,  Cleveland spent 2.85 billion dollars, Milwaukee 3 billion dollars, Detroit 1.326
billion dollars. Technology wise, Cleveland and Milwaukee were state of the art, Detroit used outdated
technology. This is the issue that GLWA has to address. Saulius Simoliunas, 665 W. Warren Ave,
Detroit, MI 28201, saulius@ieee.org, 313 465 5786
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